
WELCOME TO 

TAXING ISSUES
THE QUARTERLY BULLETIN FROM CAPITAL GES



Welcome to the third issue of Taxing Issues in 2017.

In this third issue of 2017 we provide an important article about the misconceptions surrounding 
the 183-day rule.

We provide you with a brief update on the Swiss corporate tax reform plans together with an 
article on the social security changes that may affect staffing companies in the Netherlands. 

Our country profiles in this issue cover Argentina and Ireland, providing you with a useful 
summary of living, taxation and social security information for each country.

In addition, we look at the latest tax news from the US concerning tax return filing and a note 
concerning the postponement of the French income tax at source plan. Finally, we provide news 
from Poland concerning the recent temporary employment amendments. 

I hope you will find this latest edition useful and would welcome your feedback at 
news@capital-ges.com

We take this opportunity to wish you all a warm and fine summer.

Matt Walters
SVP Operations
matt.walters@capital-ges.com
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Many consultants working today are working under the misconception that 
if they do not spend more than 183 days working in a foreign country (host 
country) then they are not obliged to pay any tax there. They believe that they 
can report all income in their home country and pay tax there accordingly, 
or in some cases not pay any tax at all on the income generated! In a vast 
majority of cases this is an incorrect assumption and can create potential 
liabilities, penalties and accountants’ fees etc to resolve the tax situation in 
the host country.

Common misconceptions: temporary 
contracts and the 183-day rule



When a consultant is working in two or 
more countries during a fiscal year, the 
tax allocation rights of the income is 
governed by the respective double tax 
agreements in place between the home 
country and host country. The OECD tax 
model convention is generally followed 
by most double tax treaties with respect 
to the content so we will concentrate on 
this to outline the main considerations.

Employment income is covered by article 15 and in 
essence states the following:

1. Employment income should be taxed only in the 
country of tax residency.

2. Exception to the above is where the employment is 
exercised in another country, then that country may 
tax any locally-generated income.

3. Exception to the exception: the employment income 
shall be taxable only in the home country if:

 a. the recipient is present in the host country for 
 a period or periods not exceeding in the 
 aggregate 183 days in any twelve-month period 
 commencing or ending in the fiscal year 
 concerned, and

 b. the remuneration is paid by, or on behalf of, an 
 employer who is not a resident of the host 
 country, and

 c. remuneration is not borne by a permanent 
 establishment which the employer has in the host 
 country.

Based on the above, many consultants believe that if the 
management company administering their affairs is not 
resident in the host country then they qualify under the 
‘exception to the exception’ rule! This is not the case and, 
in the commentary to article 15, the OECD specifically 
addresses the management company issue. 

In paragraph 8 it states that a lot of abuse has occurred 
using this ‘exception to the exception’ rule through the 
adoption of the practice known as “international hiring-
out of labour”, wherein the intermediary or management 
company established outside the host country “purports 
to be the employer and hires the labour out to the 
end client”. The commentary further explains that it is 
understood that the “employer” is the “person having 
the rights on the work produced and bearing the relative 
responsibility and risks."

"In cases of international hiring-out of labour these 
functions are to a large extent exercised by the user”. 
This comment means that working for a foreign employer 
of record will not exempt a consultant from paying tax 
locally.

Of course, the applicable double tax treaty can be used to 
ensure that any tax paid to the host country is counted as 
a tax credit towards any home country tax liability on the 
same income. This will ensure that tax is not paid twice 
on the same income.

In conclusion, consultants should be very careful when 
applying the 183 day rule as in many cases it will not 
suffice to avoid being taxable in the host country. A 
careful study of the applicable double tax treaty must 
be completed and professional advice taken before 
accepting any foreign assignment.

Common Misconceptions
183 Day Rule
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Further to the rejection by the people 
of Switzerland in February this year of 
the corporate tax reforms (CTRIII) the 
Swiss Federal Council has asked the 
Federal Department of Finance to prepare 
a consultation paper on a new draft 
corporate tax reform by September.  Last 
month the steering body given the task 
of drawing up "tax proposal 17" (TP17) 
published its recommendations. 

The Council said that it largely took on 
board the steering body's recommendations. 
However, they believe the cantons' share of 
direct federal tax should increase to 20.50%, 
as opposed to the 21.20% recommended 
by the steering body. The FDF will prepare 
a TP17 consultation paper based upon 
parameters set by the steering body. The 
steering body recommended that the Federal 
Council take on board the following: 

• Abolish the special tax breaks for cantonal 
status companies;

• Introduce a mandatory patent box at 
cantonal level; 

• Limit the additional deduction for research 

and development costs to 50% of the actual 
costs;

• Limit the tax relief to 70% on profits arising 
from the patent box and the R&D deduction;

• Increase the tax rate for dividends, and set 
the partial taxation of dividends from qualified 
participations (i.e. with a minimum stake of 
10%) to 70% at the federal level and at least 
70% at the cantonal and communal level; and

• Increase the cantons' share of direct federal 
tax from 17% to 21.20%. 

The Federal Council are confident that TP17 
takes into account the rejection in February of 
the corporate tax reforms (CTRIII) package, 
and respects the principle of tax federalism. 
It also emphasised that TP17 pays special 
attention to safeguarding the tax receipts of 
the Confederation, the cantons, the cities and 
the communes. 

Finally, the hope is that TP17 will help to 
achieve international acceptance of the 
country’s tax regime and provide an incentive 
to multinationals to use Switzerland as a tax-
efficient location.

Switzerland: working towards a revised 
corporate tax reform



As of 25 May, staffing companies in the Netherlands may no longer pay social 
security premiums (for example for unemployment benefits) equal to the percentage 
applicable to hiring employers in the sector to which they supply staff.

Prior to this date, staffing companies could apply for allocation to a specific sector, rather than the generic temporary 
work sector, if the majority of its agency workers were provided to hirers in a particular sector. An employer pays social 
security contributions according to their sector of affiliation. The choice of sector determines the premium the employer 
has to pay and in some cases provides for lower social security premiums.

All staffing companies will now be allocated, in terms of the percentage of social security premiums to be paid, to the 
so called 'sector 52' which is for staffing companies exclusively. This measure is likely to increase the costs of certain 
classes of agency worker. Jurriën Koops, director ABU expressed "I think it's an unwise decision and see no need and 
urgency for this. The minister's decision ignores the real discussion about the organization and financing of the sector 
funds."

Many believe that agencies will simply try to pass on the increased cost to their clients. However, it may lead to some 
staffing companies changing their business model to fit within a lower social security percentage by redefining their 
supplies to correspond to pre-defined deliverables or adopt a margin-only arrangement with the end client by merely 
introducing the worker to be directly employed by the end client. 

Netherlands – new social 
security measure could affect 
cost of agency workers
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Country Profile: 
Argentina

Capital: 
Population: 
Language:
Exchange rate: 

Time zone:  
Electricity: 
Cost of living:

Tax year: 

Buenos Aires
44'258’479 (2017 est.) 
Spanish (official) 
GBP 1 = ARS 20,4781 (19 June 2017) Argentinean Peso (ARS 
or $)
GMT -3
230 V; 50Hz
Buenos Aires ranked 19th most expensive worldwide - Mercer 
Worldwide Survey 2016
1st January to 31st December 

Income Tax 
Argentina operates on progressive 
personal income bands which 
are subject to withholding tax at 
the progressive rates of 5% (0 to 
ARS 20’000), ARS 1’000 + 9% 
(20’000 to ARS 40’000), ARS 2’800 
+ 12% (40’000 to ARS 60’000), 
ARS 5’200 + 15% (60’000 to ARS 
80’000), ARS 8’200 + 19% (80’000 
to ARS 120’000), ARS 15’800 + 
23% (120’000 to ARS 160’000), 
ARS 25’000 + 27% (160’000 to 
ARS 240’000), ARS 46’600 + 31% 
(240’000 to ARS 320’000) and ARS 
71’400 + 35%  (income above ARS 
320’000.00).

Individuals are considered resident 
in Argentina as soon as they receive 
either their residency or work permit. 
Both residents and non-residents 
are expected to pay income tax on 
all Argentinean income; however 
resident persons shall also pay taxes 
on overseas income.

Individuals who are present in 
Argentina for less than six months 
(183 days) in any 12-month period 
and derive employment income 
must pay tax on such income at a 
special effective flat rate of 24.5%. 
A standard deduction of 30% 
of compensation is allowed for 
expenses incurred in earning income. 
The remaining 70% of compensation 

is taxed at a flat rate of 35%, with 
no other allowable deductions or 
exemptions, resulting in an effective 
withholding tax rate of 24.5%.

Argentinean tax legislation considers 
residents as follows: (1) Native and 
naturalized Argentine citizens, except 
for those who have lost their resident 
status; (2) Foreign individuals who 
obtained their permanent resident 
status in the country or who have 
legally been in the country for a 
twelve-month period by means 
of temporary authorizations. It is 
important to note that temporary 
absences of up to 90 continued 
or non-continued (working or non-
working) days within every period 
of 12 months, shall not break 
the continuity of being deemed 
permanently in the country. 

Except for employees, who are 
subject to withholding (as explained 
next), income tax is payable on 
an annual basis with five advance 
payments (every two months). 
Expenses incurred in generating 
such income may be deducted from 
gross income. Local employees are 
subject to withholding tax at source, 
for which the employer is responsible 
as a withholding agent. Capital gains 
-as dividends- are exempt from 
income tax, however the result of 
the sale of an investment, retirement 
pensions, retirement compensation 

and benefits in kind are taxable.

Social Security

Companies must deduct and pay 
from the employees’ salaries the 
amount related to social security 
contributions owed by them. The 
monthly employee social security 
contributions as per 2017 rates for a 
services company total 17% (Pension 
Fund System 11%, Retirement Fund 
(INSSJP) 3% and Medical Assistance 
3%). There is a monthly salary ceiling 
cap of ARS 72’289.62 effective from 
1 March 2017.

The employers’ portion of social 
security contributions amounts 
to 25% for a services company 
(pension/retirement contributions 
17% and social health care 6%, and 
the remaining portion for labour and 
life insurance). There is no salary 
ceiling applied to the employers’ 
contribution amount.

Argentina has reciprocal social 
security agreements with Brazil, 
Chile, France, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Peru, Portugal, Spain and Uruguay.

Social security contribution 
exemption is granted on request for 
foreigners on short-term assignments 
(less than 2 years with a temporary 
visa).
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Income Tax 
Generally individuals who are tax resident in Ireland are 
liable to pay Irish tax on all income and capital gains on 
a worldwide basis. However, individuals who are deemed 
Irish resident but not Irish domiciled can normally qualify 
for the remittance rule basis whereby any non-Irish and 
non-UK sourced income and gains are only taxed in 
Ireland if the income or gains are remitted to Ireland.

An individual will be regarded as resident in Ireland for 
a tax year if present for 183 days or more  in Ireland in 
that tax year or present for 280 days or more in Ireland, 
combining the number of days spent in two consecutive 
tax years (residence commences in the second of 
these two tax years). For the sake of the two year test, 
presence in the tax year of not more than 30 days in 
Ireland will not be taken into account. An individual is 
treated as present for a day if present during any part 
of the day. Domicile is a concept different to residency 
or nationality and in essence means the place which an 
individual regards as his permanent homeland i.e. the 
place to which he intends ultimately to return.

Taxable employee remuneration includes salary, fees, 
bonuses and other benefits in kind (company cars, 
certain employer loans, accommodation allowance 
etc). Business expenses are not taxable but they must 
satisfy the strict revenue rules on being incurred “wholly, 
exclusively, and necessarily” in the performance of the 
duties of the employment. 

Income taxes are levied at progressive rates on taxable 
income; 20% on the first EUR 33’800 for a single person 
(EUR 42’800 for married couple/civil partnership with one 
income then increased by the lower of EUR 24’800 and 
the income of the lower earning spouse in the case of two 
income couples or civil partnerships); then 40% on the 
balance. 

In addition to the above taxes there is a supplementary 
Universal Social Charge (USC) applied to “aggregate 
income”, which is effectively gross income from all 
sources, without taking into account most otherwise 
available deductions. The USC tax rate for employees 
and directors ranges from 0.5% (for the first EUR 12’012) 
to 8% (excess above EUR 70’044). 

Social Security
An individual working in Ireland is usually subject to 
social security contributions (PRSI-Pay Related Social 
Insurance) on gross earnings. For Class A (Normal rate at 
which contributions are made) the employee’s rate is 4%. 
There is an exemption from PRSI if income earned is less 
than EUR 352 per week. 

The employer is also liable for an employer’s contribution 
of 10.75% on gross earnings. There is no cap on the 
gross earnings figure for both employee and employer. 
PRSI applies to non-cash benefits in the same way as 
income tax applies. 

Country Profile: 
Ireland

Capital: 
Population: 
Language:
Exchange rate: 
Time zone: 
Electricity: 
Cost of living:

Tax year: 

Dublin
4’761’865 (Official figure 2016)
English (Small Irish-speaking minorities)
GBP 1 = EUR 1.14 (15th June 2017)
GMT
220V
Dublin ranked 47th most expensive city in the world (London 
17th) - Mercer Worldwide Survey 2016
1st January to 31st December
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On 12 June, the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) released 
a News Release (IR-2017-105) to remind US taxpayers 
residing abroad of their obligations to file US tax 
returns. 

The deadline to file a US income tax 
return, IRS Form 1040 (US Individual 
Income Tax Return), is 15 June 2017 
for US citizens and residents residing, or 
serving in the military, outside the United 
States. The 2-month extension from the original 
deadline of 18 April 2017 is automatic, but eligible 
taxpayers need to attach a statement to their tax 
return explaining which of the two situations applies. 
Interest still applies to any tax payment received after 
18 April 2017. 

Taxpayers abroad who cannot meet the June 15 deadline 
may be granted automatic extensions until 16 October 2017 if 
they file extension requests by 15 June 2017. 

Members of the military and eligible support personnel serving in 
a combat zone have at least 180 days after they leave the combat 
zone to file their US income tax returns and pay any taxes due. 
Those taxpayers are not required to file specific extension requests. 

The deadline for filing the Report of Foreign Bank and Financial 
Accounts (FBAR) for 2017 is the same as for a US federal income 
tax return (i.e. 18 April 2017). Without specific extension requests, 
an automatic extension is granted until 16 October 2017 to file the 
FBAR. 

IRS issues reminder of 
filing requirements for US 
taxpayers residing abroad



On 7 June 2017, the French tax administration announced that the new 
payment at source (prélèvement à la source) of individual income tax, initially 
planned on 1 January 2018 under article 60 of the Finance Law 2017, is 
postponed to 1 January 2019. Consequently, the measures regarding the 
transitional year will also be postponed. This decision follows the election of 
the new President of the Republic on 7 May 2017. 

France: payment of individual income 
tax at source postponed



Last month an amendment to the Act on 
Temporary Work 1993 came into effect 
that introduced limitations on temporary 
work.

One of the changes included in the amendment, which 
was submitted to the Lower House of Parliament 
earlier this year, states that employers can only use the 
same temporary worker for a period not exceeding on 
aggregate 18 months over a period of 36 months.

This rule aims to counteract current market practices 
of directing the same worker to the same client for 
subsequent 18-month periods by using multiple agencies.

Every employer will be required to maintain written or 
digital records of temporary workers, including the start 
and end dates of assignments throughout the whole 
36-month period. The amendment also states that these 
records should be stored for the following 36 months.

Furthermore, employers will be obliged to provide 
information to the controlling work agency about the 
remuneration paid for work assigned to the temporary 
worker, in addition to internal remuneration regulations in 
force.

The amendments also introduce a guarantee of 
employment for pregnant temporary workers until they 
give birth as long as those temporary workers have been 
supplied by an agency to perform temporary work for at 
least a two-month aggregate period.

The Amendment also imposes various fines for breaches 
of the Act such as: giving the temporary worker 
particularly dangerous work; giving work of the same 
type as work previously performed by a regular employee 
of the employer end user with whom an employment 
contract was terminated for reasons not concerning 
the employee over a period of 3 months preceding the 
predicted date of the beginning of the temporary work; 
benefitting from the work of the same temporary worker 
for a period exceeding on aggregate 18 months over a 
period of 36 subsequent months; and not maintaining 
the working time record for temporary workers within 
the scope and terms applicable towards the regular 
employees.

These amendments bring Poland up to date with other 
European countries that have imposed assignment 
limits on temporary workers, such as Germany, the 
Netherlands and Italy.

Poland: temporary 
employment amendments
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GET IN TOUCH

For more information on how Capital GES can help your 
company expand in a safe and compliant way, please 
contact our team of experts for more information.

SWISS OFFICE
Matt Walters
matt.walters@capital-ges.com
+41 32 732 97 00

UK OFFICE
Nick Broughton
nick.broughton@capital-ges.com
+44 7539 337 563

US OFFICE
Javier Romeu
javier.romeu@capital-ges.com
+1 954 803 4362

BRAZIL OFFICE
Ana Vizzotto
ana.vizzotto@capital-ges.com.br
+55 31 3194 8150 

For more interesting articles and discussions, follow us on LinkedIn at 
www.linkedin.com/company/capital-ges
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